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ABSTRACT: Molecular layer deposition (MLD) is an increas-
ingly important thin film synthesis technique in areas such as
sensors, microelectronics, protective coatings, and catalysis.
However, new analytical approaches are needed to advance
fundamental understanding of deposition reaction mechanisms.
This work introduces ultrafast laser-based pump−probe pico-
second acoustics analysis to characterize thickness-dependent
properties of MLD films. Polyurea films are deposited on
hydroxylated SiO2 substrates using 1,4-phenylene diisocyanate
and a diamine reactant, either ethylenediamine (PDIC/ED
polymer) or 1,6-hexanediamine (PDIC/HD), and the expected polymer structure is confirmed by Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy. During the first ∼20 nm of deposition, spectroscopic ellipsometry shows constant refractive index but decreasing
growth rate before reaching steady state. X-ray reflectivity also shows approximately constant density during initial growth. However,
the measured picosecond acoustics signatures demonstrate a marked increase in sound speed initially, indicating a transition in the
physical film structure. The observed trends are ascribed to a transition in the kinetics of active site production and termination with
increasing thickness, leading to changes in polymer and oligomer connectivity within the film. These findings provide a basis for
better understanding MLD processes and reaction mechanisms that determine deposited film properties.

1. INTRODUCTION

Molecular layer deposition (MLD) is a vapor-phase route to
create materials with precise nanoscale organic or hybrid
inorganic/organic features for applications including micro-
electronics,1 stabilizing coatings,2 catalysts,3 biomedical
devices, battery electrodes,4,5 and quantum dots.6 Similar to
inorganic atomic layer deposition (ALD), MLD utilizes
sequential, self-limiting surface reactions to deposit films with
controlled thickness and conformality at the subnanoscale,
including high-aspect ratio structures, powders, and complex
porous media.7,8 MLD can access a wide range of organic
compounds, enabling precise tunability of film structure and
properties.9 Many polymers have been synthesized via MLD,
including polyimides,10,11 polyamides,12,13 polyesters,14 poly-
ureas,15−21 polythioureas,22 polyurethanes,23 and polyethylene-
dioxythiophenes.24,25 MLD can also form hybrid organic/
inorganic materials,26−28 including metal−organic frame-
works.29,30 However, the field is limited by a lack of knowledge
on fundamental growth mechanisms, particularly during film
nucleation and early growth evolution. This understanding is
important for advancing MLD processes such as area-selective
deposition and enhancing control over film properties.
Current progress has uncovered several complexities in

MLD that hinder ideal growth and obscure the initial reaction
mechanisms. Examples include growth inhibition on some
substrates,31,32 effects of incomplete saturation, and nonvertical

molecular orientation.33 During “ideal” MLD growth, a homo-
bifunctional precursor chemisorbs to consume an active
surface site, creating a new site available during the second
half-reaction. However, a common complication during MLD
is a “double reaction” (DR), shown in Figure 1, where both
precursor functional groups react to consume two sites without
creating a new site for the next reaction.3,34 DRs are expected
to be more prevalent using longer, more flexible monomers,
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Figure 1. Schematic illustrating DRs in MLD growth with precursors
from (a) short carbon chain, less flexible monomers and (b) long
carbon chain, more flexible monomers.
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which contributes to the lower growth rates observed for more
flexible polymer chains.35

Although DRs decrease the number of available chem-
isorption sites over the course of deposition, many MLD
experiments show a constant steady-state growth per cycle
(GPC), indicating that a consistent density of reactive sites is
available for the next half-reactant dose. Chemisorption sites
are created when molecules react at only one end (as desired).
At sites where DRs occur, the growth surface may be receptive
to coreactant physisorption, either on the surface or via
diffusion into the growing film, thereby creating new
chemisorption sites for the next half-reaction. Subsurface
reactant diffusion is known to occur during inorganic ALD on
polymer substrates,36 so it is reasonable to expect similar
subsurface diffusion into the bulk polymer film during MLD.
A kinetic model for steady-state MLD was recently

developed37 where the number of available growth sites was
determined by the steady-state extent of reactant chemisorp-
tion, physisorption, and diffusion. However, when the film
thickness is small, that is, during film nucleation and early
growth, fewer species can diffuse into the film to generate
chemisorption sites, making DRs more dominant in the growth
kinetics. When the film thickness exceeds the diffusion depth, a
steady-state balance is reached. This transition will affect
growth rates as well as physical structure of the material
produced. New analysis approaches can be useful to observe
physical transitions versus film thickness, particularly during
growth initiation.38

This work demonstrates the use of picosecond acous-
tics,39−41 a technique that utilizes ultrafast laser pump−probe
techniques to measure acoustic wave propagation with
picosecond temporal resolution and nanoscale spatial reso-
lution, to analyze thickness-dependent physical properties of
MLD films. The picosecond acoustic signature during a typical
pump−probe thermoreflectance experiment, such as time-
domain thermoreflectance (TDTR), is related to film density
and bulk elastic modulus.42−44 In this study, we use picosecond
acoustics to analyze two representative MLD materials as a
function of film thickness and compare the results with those
obtained from ellipsometry, X-ray reflectivity (XRR), and
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Polyurea is
selected for its low deposition temperatures and ease of
synthesis,45,46 and is deposited using ethylenediamine (ED)
and 1,4-phenylene diisocyanate (PDIC) to form a two-carbon
chain backbone.15,18 Polyurea with a more flexible six-carbon
linkage is also formed by MLD using PDIC with 1,6-
hexanediamine (HD). The two materials are referred to as
PDIC/ED and PDIC/HD, respectively. A range of diamines
has been previously used for polyurea MLD, including 1,4-
butylenediamine45 and p-phenylenediamine.47 To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first study of PDIC/HD
MLD.16,19,31,45 Results from intermixing standard and novel
MLD chemistries and analysis techniques allow us to draw new
conclusions about MLD growth mechanisms.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. ED (Fisher Scientific), PDIC (Sigma-Aldrich), and

HD (Sigma-Aldrich) were used as received. Table 1 displays the
structure of each precursor and the general structure of one repeating
unit for polyurea constructed by PDIC/ED (top) and PDIC/HD
(bottom). All materials were handled in a nitrogen-purged glovebox
and transferred into glass bubbler vessels for use in the MLD reactor.
Films were deposited on boron-doped silicon (100) wafers (5−10 Ω

cm resistivity) with a 1.8 nm native oxide, as measured by
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE).

Before use, silicon wafers were cut into small pieces (∼1 cm × 1
cm) and cleaned for 15 min in a piranha solution of 1:1 volume ratio
of H2O2/H2SO4 before being rinsed and stored in deionized water
(DI H2O) until use. (Caution: fresh piranha solution is hot and
extremely corrosive. Proper training and extreme care should be taken
when preparing and handling piranha solution.) These piranha-
cleaned wafers had a chemical oxide layer of ∼2 nm, as measured by
SE. Immediately before film deposition, piranha-cleaned wafers were
removed from DI H2O and dried with nitrogen (N2). Samples were
then placed in the reactor chamber for deposition. Here, these
surfaces are referred to as chemical silicon oxide or, equivalently,
hydroxylated SiO2.

2.2. Reactor and Deposition Conditions. Deposition was
conducted in a home-built, warm-walled, viscous-flow ALD reactor.
The main deposition chamber was a cylinder with measurements of
approximately 4 and 24 in. for the inner diameter and length,
respectively. Typical operating conditions were between 50−100 °C
and 0.3−1.1 Torr. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the MLD reactor

and reactant dosing lines used in this study, optimized from previous
experiments in our laboratory. The lines and chamber are made from
stainless steel connected with VCR connections. The main reactor
chamber was connected to the lines with ConFlat flanges and copper
gaskets. Pure nitrogen (N2) was used as the carrier gas (99.999%,
Arc3 Gases), which passed through an Entegris GateKeeper for
additional purification. Three different lines with up to six different
reactants lead up to the chamber, with N2 flow and reactant doses
controlled by diaphragm-sealed, pneumatically operated valves. The
N2 flow rate is controlled by three mass-flow controllers (MKS
Instruments), with pressure measured by a 0.001−10 Torr
range capacitance manometer.

The reactor was maintained under vacuum by a rotary vane pump
with a base pressure of around 10 mTorr. The reactor chamber and
lines leading up to the chamber were heated to 60 °C with resistive
heat tape to maximize growth rates and prevent precursor
condensation. Individual precursors were heated separately to achieve
sufficient vapor pressure for deposition. PDIC, HD, and ED were
heated to 55, 50 °C, and room temperature (RT), respectively.
Deposition conditions were maintained for all experiments unless
stated otherwise. An operating pressure of 1.1 Torr was obtained with
a N2 flow rate of 75 sccm. Each deposition half cycle was performed
by first evacuating the chamber to facilitate precursor entry

Table 1. Structure of Polyurea Precursors and Polymers

Figure 2. Schematic of the optimized MLD reactor used throughout
this study.
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(pumpdown), pulsing the precursor (dose), isolating the chamber for
prolonged precursor exposure (exposure), and finally purging the
chamber with N2 (purge). This half-cycle sequence is denoted as
(pumpdown/dose/exposure/purge). The typical (PDIC)/(ED)
sequence times were (10/30/30/30)/(0/1/30/30) s, respectively.
The (PDIC)/(HD) process typically followed (90/30/10/30)/(90/
5/30/30) s. For some experiments, slight modifications to these
recipes were used as indicated in the text. These modifications were
seen to have minimal effect on film properties. All mechanical and
physical property measurements in this work were performed at RT
on films deposited at temperatures of 60 °C for PDIC/ED and 45−50
°C for PDIC/HD.
2.3. Characterization. 2.3.1. Spectroscopic Ellipsometry. Vari-

ous analytical techniques were utilized after sample deposition. SE was
used to determine film thickness, performed using a J.A. Woollam Co.
alpha-SE spectroscopic ellipsometer with a spectral range of 300−900
nm. Measurements were taken at an incidence angle of 70° relative to
the surface normal. Thickness was modeled using a Cauchy model
available in the software package, chosen because it accurately
modeled film thickness, as verified by scanning electron microscopy
and XRR measurements. The thickness values reported here are the
average thicknesses of three samples placed at separate locations along
the reactor (as depicted in Figure 2), each measured at three separate
locations on the sample. Error bars correspond to the standard
deviation of these samples. Uncertainty in film thickness is
approximately ± a few percent.
2.3.2. FTIR Spectroscopy. FTIR was used to confirm film

composition. FTIR measurements were performed using a Thermo
Scientific Nicolet 6700 spectrometer with a dry air purge. Spectra
were taken with 200 scans at 4 cm−1 resolution from 4000 to 400
cm−1, with uncoated hydroxylated SiO2 substrates used as a
background.
2.3.3. Quartz Crystal Microbalance. Quartz crystal microbalance

(QCM) was used to measure in situ mass uptake during film
deposition. QCM measurements were performed with a probe body
(Kurt Lesker) and gold-coated crystal sensor (Inficon). The probe
was inserted into the reactor chamber and allowed to equilibrate at
the reaction temperature (typically 60 °C) before deposition. A N2
back purge was used to prevent deposition on the backside of the
crystal and exposed electrical contacts. The in situ frequency change
was recorded with an STM2 control box and internal oscillator
(Inficon), before being converted to mass change (ng/cm2) with the
Sauerbrey equation.48,49 The crystal was precoated with the desired
polymer film (PDIC/ED or PDIC/HD) to ensure that data collection
occurred at steady state.
2.3.4. X-ray reflectivity. XRR was used to confirm film thickness

and determine film density. These measurements were performed
with a Rigaku SmartLab X-ray diffractometer in general reflectivity
mode. Scans range from 0 to 10° with a step size of 0.01°. The X-ray
source was a Cu Kα X-ray tube with a wavelength of 1.54 Å, a current
of 44 mA, and a voltage of 40 kV. Data were analyzed with the GenX
software package.
2.3.5. Nanoindentation. Nanoindentation was used to measure

Young’s modulus of deposited films and was performed on a 500 nm
thick film of PDIC/ED and a 415 nm film of PDIC/HD using a
NanoIndenter XP originally manufactured by MTS Instruments (now
KLA-Tencor). Modulus was measured using the continuous stiffness
measurement technique50 over a range of 20−40 nm as dictated on
the low end by the quality of the tip calibration on a fused silica
standard and the high end to avoid substrate effects.
2.3.6. Picosecond Acoustics Using TDTR. Picosecond acoustic

measurements were performed using a prototypical TDTR measure-
ment system with a Ti:sapphire pulsed laser oscillator operating at a
repetition rate of 80 MHz and a center wavelength of 808 nm.51−54

The laser output was split into pump and probe paths. The pump
pulse train was electro-optically modulated at a frequency of 8.4 MHz
to generate a modulated heating event at the sample surface, which
was coated with an 80 nm Al transducer by electron beam
evaporation. The pulses in the probe train were mechanically delayed
in time with respect to those in the pump pulse train. As the probe

pulse train was reflected from the sample surface, it was directed into
a photodetector. A lock-in amplifier was used to monitor only the
change in reflectivity associated with the modulated heating event at
the transducer surface. For these experiments, we measure the ratio of
the in-phase to out-of-phase components of the lock-in signal (−Vin/
Vout) in order to filter out noise common to both components.

3. PICOSECOND ACOUSTICS ANALYSIS
The picosecond acoustics technique in this work utilizes a
TDTR experimental setup: a noncontact pump−probe laser
system to locally heat a sample surface with an ultrafast laser
pulse. The resulting change in surface reflectance due to
temperature and strain changes is monitored as the sample
temporally cools over picoseconds to nanoseconds after the
ultrashort pulsed heating event. The temporal evolution of the
change in reflectance provides information on thermal
conductivity, heat capacity, interfacial thermal energy trans-
port, and mechanisms for electron−phonon relaxation.42,55−59

Additionally, and of interest to this work, TDTR also detects
picosecond acoustics signatures, used to obtain the longi-
tudinal speed of sound through a film.39−41,43,44 The heating
event generated by the pump pulse launches an approximately
planar acoustic wave through the sample. Reflected waves from
each interface are recorded as a change in the probe pulse
reflectance via a lock-in amplifier. The structure and key
reflections are shown schematically in Figure 3a. The reflected

waves appear as changes in the reflectivity relative to that
measured from the background thermal decay. Subtracting the
background decay from the measured signal yields a residual
picosecond acoustic signal, composed of peaks and troughs
resulting from acoustic reflections at interfaces between
materials with different acoustic impedances.60 If the strain
wave reflects off of the interface of a material with a higher
acoustic impedance than the metal transducer, a null phase
shift will result, producing a peak in the residual data.61 If the
reflecting material has a lower acoustic impedance, the
opposite occurs and a π shift results, producing a trough.61

Figure 3. (a) Schematic of picosecond acoustic wave traveling across
interfaces. (b) Sample and (c) experimental plot of residual
picosecond acoustic signatures vs delay time with troughs and peaks
highlighted for 0, 50, and 100 cycles PDIC/ED in (c).
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Figure 3b,c shows the expected residual picosecond acoustic
signal and the signal obtained from example data of polyurea
deposited in this study, respectively. Because the polyurea
polymer has a lower acoustic impedance than Al metal and
SiO2, the negative troughs indicate reflection from the Al/
polyurea interface, and the positive peaks correspond to the
polyurea/SiO2 interface. Without a polyurea layer (0 cycles),
there are no acoustic peaks because of the relatively small
difference in acoustic properties between Al and SiO2

compared to the differences between each material and
polyurea. With the addition of a polyurea MLD layer, the
first trough occurs around 20 ps after traveling through 80 nm
of Al. The time between a trough and the subsequent peak is
the total strain wave transit time (forward and back) through
the polyurea layer. The difference in path length of these two
acoustic waves is twice the thickness of the polyurea layer. If
the polymer layer is thick relative to Al (i.e., after 100 MLD
cycles in Figure 3c), the second trough from the Al/polymer
interface appears before the first peak from the polymer/SiO2

interface because the speed of sound in Al is significantly
higher than that in polyurea. The second and third peaks/
troughs are also observed, and the overall signal decays because
of the damping of the wave after partial reflections and
transmissions at each interface. Using known thicknesses of the
MLD films from SE, the measured transit time directly yields
the speed of sound through the polyurea film, c. The Newton−
Laplace equation (eq 1) relates sound speed to material
density (ρ) and bulk modulus (Ks). Using the measured sound
speed, the equation provides the expected correlation between
density and modulus, which can be independently estimated
from XRR and nanoindentation, respectively.

c
Ks

ρ
=

(1)

The TDTR laser probe is ∼5 μm in diameter, which is much
smaller than the areas probed by standard techniques such as
SE (1 mm × 1 mm) or XRR (10 mm × 20 mm). Therefore,
picosecond acoustic analysis using TDTR techniques may be
more sensitive to in-plane spatial variations in film structure.
Even so, repeating the picosecond acoustics analysis on
samples prepared from different depositions under identical
conditions gave nearly the same results for each film thickness.

4. RESULTS
4.1. Saturation and Growth. Scheme 1a,b shows the

basic chemistry for PDIC/ED and PDIC/HD, respectively,
analyzed in this work. For each polyurea process, saturation
during each half-reaction was analyzed by fixing the dose time
for one reactant and measuring the net film thickness (by
ellipsometry) or net mass change (by QCM) for a range of
exposure times for the other reactant. For the thickness
measurement, the substrate was hydroxylated SiO2, and the
thickness was measured after 20 MLD cycles at 60 °C. Figure
4a,b shows the net film thickness for the PDIC/ED process.

For the PDIC saturation experiment (Figure 4a), the PDIC/
ED cycles followed a recipe of (90/X/10/0)/(90/1.5/10/0),
where the PDIC dose time, X, ranged from 0 to 60 s. The
process showed reasonably good saturation after ∼30 s PDIC
exposure, with some evidence for slow continued growth at
higher dose times.
Figure 4b shows the corresponding results for changes in ED

exposure time. The PDIC/ED cycles followed (90/45/10/0)/
(90/Y/10/0), where the ED dose time, Y, ranged from 0 to 3 s.
Good saturation occurred after ∼1 s of ED exposure. The

Scheme 1. Schematic of Simple Mechanism for One Polyurea MLD Cycle Using (a) PDIC/ED and (b) PDIC/HD Precursors

Figure 4. Saturation curves for the diisocyanate and diamine
precursors are shown in (a,b) for PDIC/ED, respectively, and (c,d)
for PDIC/HD, respectively. Lines are drawn as guides to the eye.
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longer dose time required for PDIC versus ED is reasonable
because PDIC is a solid at RT with a much lower vapor
pressure than ED, which is a volatile liquid at RT.
For the larger diamine reactant (i.e., PDIC/HD), saturation

was evaluated by mass gain measured by QCM, and results are
given in Figure 4c,d. In Figure 4c, PDIC saturation was
determined with the recipe (90/X/10/30)/(90/5/10/30),
where the HD dose time was fixed at 5 s and PDIC ranged
from 0 to 40 s. HD saturation was determined in Figure 4d
with the recipe (90/30/10/30)/(90/Y/10/30), where the
PDIC dose was fixed at 30 s and the HD dose ranged from 0 to
10 s. For the PDIC/HD process, the PDIC saturation time is
∼30 s, about the same as for PDIC/ED. The HD precursor
saturation requires a somewhat longer time of ∼5 s compared
to the 1 s required for ED. This is due to the lower vapor
pressure of HD (evidenced from smaller pressure spikes during
dosing) attributed to stronger van der Waals interactions from
its longer carbon chain.
Saturation was further studied for the PDIC/ED process

with QCM, with results shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows

mass uptake versus time using 20 cycles of alternating PDIC/
ED dosing following (30/1.3/10/20/60/60)/(0/1/60/60),
where a charging step was performed before each PDIC
dose consisting of 30 s pumpdown, 1.3 s N2 pressurization

(charge) in the PDIC vessel, and 10 s hold step before opening
the vessel. This was done to increase PDIC exposure during
each PDIC half cycle. Data for the repeated PDIC/ED cycles
in Figure 5a show a mass increase for each dose, which is
highlighted more clearly with the enlargement in Figure 5b.
Mass gains for the PDIC and ED doses are approximately 87
and 12 ng/cm2, respectively. The higher mass gain for PDIC is
expected because of its higher molecular weight. With a fixed
density of 1.3 g/cm3 estimated from previous PDIC/ED MLD
films,37 the total mass gain per dose (99 ng/cm2/cycle) leads
to an estimated growth rate of 0.76 nm/cycle. Some
fluctuations in mass gain reported from QCM were observed,
which may be due to differences in precursor adsorption,
diffusion, or starting thickness of the polyurea layer on the
crystal.
In Figure 5c, to test PDIC saturation, the PDIC/ED cycles

were interrupted and the PDIC half cycle was repeated 5 times,
followed by five more PDIC/ED cycles. Figure 5d shows the
results of a similar test using five repeated ED half cycles in
between five alternating PDIC/ED cycles. Arrows point to the
change in mass associated with each dose. Examining data in
Figure 5c, repeating a 20 s PDIC dose leads to continued mass
increase even past 30 s, although mass is added in smaller
increments with increasing dose time. This is consistent with
relatively poor saturation during this half-reaction. In Figure
5d, repeating a 1 s ED dose results in no net mass change,
indicating complete ED saturation after 1 s exposure,
consistent with the ellipsometry saturation results in Figure
4b. Moreover, after the large ED dose, the mass change upon
PDIC dosing is nearly the same as that in steady state (from
Figure 5a). Experiments for the remainder of the study were
conducted with a PDIC dose time of 30 s and an ED dose time
of 1 s, in agreement with Figure 4, unless stated otherwise.
Using PDIC/ED and PDIC/HD exposure times of 30/1 and

30/5 s, respectively, thickness versus cycle was evaluated with
SE for deposition on hydroxylated SiO2 with results shown in
Figure 6a,b. GPC is obtained from the slope of the line
through all the data points. For PDIC/ED, GPC is determined
as 0.46 nm/cycle at 60 °C and is nearly linear for the first 150
cycles, consistent with previous reports.19,45 Results after 350
cycles (not shown) give the same growth rate. This value is
lower than the estimated growth rate determined from QCM
data in Figure 5, which assumes that all mass is gained on the
surface. The lower growth rate determined experimentally
from SE suggests that some of the mass gained each half cycle
results from subsurface mass gain, such as diffusing monomers,
which is discussed in more detail in the Discussion section. For
the PDIC/HD process, the steady-state growth rate at 50 °C

Figure 5. QCM data showing mass uptake versus time for PDIC/ED
after (a) 20 alternating PDIC/ED dose MLD cycles (normal) and (b)
enlargement and saturation curves of five normal MLD cycles, five
single precursor cycles, and five normal MLD cycles for (c) PDIC-
only dosing and (d) ED-only dosing.

Figure 6. GPC for (a) PDIC/ED and (b) PDIC/HD, with subsets that highlight growth during the first 20 cycles. Average GPC vs MLD cycle is
shown in (c) for PDIC/ED (black squares) and PDIC/HD (red triangles). Lines are drawn as guides to the eye. Samples were deposited following
(90/30/30/0)/(90/1/30/0) PDIC/ED and (90/30/10/0)/(90/5/30/0) PDIC/HD.
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given by a linear fit to the data is 0.19 nm/cycle. Although this
growth rate has not been previously reported, it follows the
trend described in the literature where longer chain lengths
result in lower growth rates.45 In this case, a more rapid growth
rate is observed during the first ∼20 cycles. The more rapid
initial growth is highlighted in the insets in Figure 6a,b. A
dashed line through the initial thickness data emphasizes the
larger growth rate during initial MLD cycles, which is more
prominent for the PDIC/HD process. From the thickness
measurements, Figure 6c shows the average GPC as a function
of MLD cycle to explore initial growth rates in more detail. For
both processes, the growth rate tends to decrease as growth
proceeds, with a more pronounced decrease for PDIC/HD.
This trend is attributed to the structural differences between
each polymer and is explained in more detail in the Discussion
section.
Next, the effect of temperature on steady-state film growth

was examined. The lowest temperature utilized in this study
was 45 °C to prevent precursor condensation and clogging in
the reactor valves and lines. The effect of substrate temperature
on MLD GPC was evaluated by QCM, and results are shown
in Figure 7. Note the difference in y-axis scales, showing that
the PDIC/ED process deposits significantly more mass per
cycle than PDIC/HD, consistent with the higher PDIC/ED
growth rate observed in Figure 6. The mass uptake per cycle
versus temperature is summarized in Figure 7c for PDIC/ED
(black squares) and PDIC/HD (red triangles). The data show
a decreasing growth rate with increasing temperature. This
trend is commonly observed in MLD11,33,62 and is ascribed to
monomer desorption at higher temperatures. At 60 °C, the
total mass gain per cycle is ∼90 ng/cm2/cycle PDIC/ED and
∼19 ng/cm2/cycle PDIC/HD, corresponding to a thickness
gain of 0.69 nm/cycle for PDIC/ED and 0.15 nm/cycle for
PDIC/HD. To obtain a reasonable growth rate for PDIC/HD,
further analysis was performed on PDIC/HD films deposited
at 50 °C (mass and thickness gain increase to ∼28 ng/cm2/
cycle and 0.22 nm/cycle, respectively) versus 60 °C used for
PDIC/ED. Again, the estimated growth rate based on the film
density of 1.3 g/cm3 is higher than the actual growth rate for
PDIC/ED. For PDIC/HD, the estimated growth rate based on
QCM mass gain values is more consistent with the actual
growth rate determined from SE in Figure 6. This is reasonable
if the discrepancy in GPC between QCM and SE is caused by
diffusing monomers because the longer HD chain would have
lower diffusivity than the shorter ED chain. This means that
most PDIC/HD growth occurs on the surface, while a larger
percentage of PDIC/ED growth occurs subsurface.

Film composition for each polymer was confirmed with
FTIR, as shown in Figure 8. Spectra in Figure 8a for the

PDIC/ED films show characteristic polyurea peaks,19,20,33

including CO stretch at 1600−1700 cm−1, amide I (N−H
wag) at 1650 cm−1, and amide II (N−C−N) at 1540 cm−1.
The CO2 peak at 2341 cm−1 and the Si−O−Si peak at ∼1100
cm−1 are omitted for clarity. The polyurea peak intensities
increase with increasing cycle, consistent with the observed
growth rate. Spectra collected from relatively thick PDIC/ED
(top) and PDIC/HD (bottom) films are compared in Figure
8b. The peak at 2800 cm−1 in the PDIC/HD film (not as
prominent for PDIC/ED) corresponds to the additional CH2
groups present in these films.33

4.2. Thickness-Dependent Film Properties. Film
properties as a function of thickness were analyzed to better
understand how growth mechanisms and film structure may
change during deposition. Film density was analyzed using

Figure 7. QCM data showing mass gain vs time for 20 cycles of (a) PDIC/ED and (b) PDIC/HD at 50, 70, and 90 °C and (c) as a function of
temperature from 45 to 90 °C for PDIC/ED (black squares) and PDIC/HD (red triangles). Lines in (c) are drawn as guides to the eye. Samples
were deposited following (30/1.3/10/20/60/60)/(0/1/60/60) PDIC/ED and (30/30/30/30)/(30/5/30/30) PDIC/HD. PDIC/HD was
deposited in a 12″ spherical chamber with the same growth as the cylindrical chamber described previously.

Figure 8. FTIR spectra of (a) PDIC/ED polyurea after various cycle
numbers and (b) comparison of PDIC/ED (red) and PDIC/HD
(black) processes. Characteristic polyurea peaks are highlighted.
Samples were deposited following (10/30/60/90)/(0/1/60/90)
PDIC/ED [(10/30/60/45)/(0/1/60/45) at 350 cycles] and (90/
30/30/0)/(90/5/30/0) PDIC/HD.
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three different analytical techniques to draw conclusions about
transitions in growth regimes because of DRs, diffusion, or
other changing growth mechanisms. First, we utilized XRR,
which is commonly used to determine film thickness,
roughness, and mass density. We performed XRR on a series
of thicknesses of each polymer, with results shown in Figure
9a,b for PDIC/ED and PDIC/HD, respectively. Density is

proportional to critical angle in XRR, which was determined as
∼0.41 ± 0.01° for both polymers, indicating a generally
constant density with respect to film thickness. Further
modeling determines the actual density of each polymer as
∼1.3 ± 0.2 g/cm3, which is consistent with previous reports.37

Second, we utilized measurements from another standard
technique, SE, to calculate the refractive index of the films.
Refractive index is proportional to a nonmagnetic material’s
dielectric constant. Although optical and mass densities are not
directly correlated, some trends in mass density can be
deduced from the optical properties, such as porosity. Thus, it
is possible to obtain some insights into changing film density
using index of refraction. In our results (shown later), we see
no significant thickness-dependent change in polyurea
refractive index, suggesting that the porosity and mass density
of these MLD films do not change significantly during
deposition, consistent with XRR results.
Finally, we measured film sound speed using picosecond

acoustics, which provides additional information about density
and bulk modulus. Figure 10a,b shows the resulting picosecond
acoustics data for a series of thicknesses of PDIC/ED and
PDIC/HD, respectively. In each data set, the troughs and
peaks for the first and second reflections are indicated by
upward- or downward-pointing arrows, respectively. The speed
of sound is obtained from the time between troughs and
successive peaks using the thickness measured by SE and
verified via mechanical profilometry.

5. DISCUSSION
Figure 11 shows the measured sound speed, critical angle, and
refractive index (from TDTR, XRR, and SE, respectively) of
MLD PDIC/ED (black squares) and PDIC/HD (red
triangles) as a function of thickness. For sound speed, two
sources of error were separately calculated. The first set was
based on standard deviation in film thickness from SE
measurements. The second set was based on peak broadening
in the picosecond acoustic signature resulting from the ∼2 nm
native oxide layer on the substrate, as well as the uncertainty
arising from the identification of the local minimum and
maximum in the signal as seen in Figure 10a,b. For films
thinner than 10 nm, between 10 and 100 nm, and thicker than
100 nm, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 ps peak broadening were considered,
respectively. These individually calculated sources of error
were combined as the square root of the sum of the squares, as
shown in Figure 11a. For critical angle and refractive index,
representative error bars are shown for each data set, calculated
from the observed statistical distribution of the data.
The picosecond acoustics data indicate an initial increase in

sound speed with a thickness of up to ∼20 nm. For PDIC/HD,
the sound speed saturates after this thickness to a value of
∼2700 m/s, whereas PDIC/ED saturates at a value of ∼3000
m/s. These measured sound speeds for thick polyurea films are
consistent with reported values for bulk polyurea formed by a
reactant pressing method.63 In contrast to picosecond
acoustics data in the thin-film regime, parameters extracted
from XRR and SE data show relatively constant values across
the range of thicknesses measured, with larger uncertainty for
the thinnest films, as expected for these techniques.
Using eq 2,44 where vL is the longitudinal sound speed from

picosecond acoustics for the thickest polymer films, v is
Poisson’s ratio for polyurea, and ρ is the polyurea density from
XRR, we can calculate Young’s modulus, E.

v
E v

v v
(1 )

(1 )(1 2 )L ρ
= −

+ − (2)

Using longitudinal and transverse sound speeds of polyurea
previously measured from Brillouin light scattering, Poisson’s
ratio is estimated to be 0.41.63 Equation 2 then gives E = 5.0 ±

Figure 9. XRR data showing intensity vs 2θ for a range of cycles for
(a) PDIC/ED and (b) PDIC/HD. Samples were deposited following
(10/30/30/30)/(0/1.2/30/30) PDIC/ED at 50 °C and (90/30/30/
30)/(90/5/30/30) PDIC/HD at 45 °C.

Figure 10. Residual picosecond acoustic signals from TDTR
measurements on (a) PDIC/ED and (b) PDIC/HD films of various
thicknesses. Samples were deposited following (10/30/60/90)/(0/1/
60/90) PDIC/ED on 100 nm SiO2 at 60 °C and (75/30/30/20)/
(75/5/30/20) PDIC/HD at 45 °C.
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0.9 GPa for PDIC/ED and 4.1 ± 0.6 GPa for PDIC/HD.
These values are reasonably close to E = 6.6 ± 0.5 GPa PDIC/
ED and 5.4 ± 0.5 GPa PDIC/HD obtained by our
independent nanoindentation analysis on 500 and 415 nm
thick films for PDIC/ED and PDIC/HD, respectively. The
larger modulus for PDIC/ED is consistent with picosecond
acoustics. The correlation between acoustics and nano-
indentation is reliable for the thicker films because the
nanoindentation probes the mechanics at the film surface
only when the film is sufficiently thick (i.e., ≳500 nm) to avoid
effects from the substrate.
From eq 1, using a near constant density (from XRR and

SE), the increase in sound speed with film thickness indicates
an increase in modulus as the film grows. This signifies that the
thinner MLD films likely have a decreased elastic modulus, but
as growth proceeds they become stiffer. Previous work
analyzing Young’s modulus versus thickness for ultrathin
(<100 nm) confined polymer films indicates that as film
thickness increases, the modulus may decrease,64,65 in-
crease,66−69 or remain constant.70,71 These trends are due to
polymer interactions with the substrate,66 molecular weight of
the polymers,72 or cross-linking of the polymer chains.67,73

Results in Figure 11 indicate that for films analyzed here,
modulus increases with increasing film thickness. X-ray
diffraction analysis shows that the films are X-ray amorphous,
so changes in modulus due to changes in crystallinity are not
expected. It is possible that the lower molecular weight
expected for thin, low cycle number films could decrease the
modulus. For thin-film polymers covalently linked to a
substrate, the relative fraction of polymer−substrate bonds
will increase for thinner materials, which may influence the
observed modulus at these thicknesses.67 Likewise, increased
physical cross-linking due to increased hydrogen bonding of
polyurea chains for thicker films could also increase film
stiffness and modulus.74 It is reasonable to expect that an
increase in subsurface reactant diffusion, as suggested above to
understand trends in film growth rate, would also enhance
polymer chain interactions. Compared to the larger HD, the
more diffusive ED would therefore be expected to produce
films with higher modulus, consistent with experimental trends
for PDIC/ED versus PDIC/HD. The soft mechanical response
in the thinner films is thus consistent with the shorter chain
length and less physical chain interconnections within the film
network.75

From growth rate data in Figure 6, the transition in
mechanical properties within the first ∼20 nm of film growth
coincides with a decrease in growth rate, also reaching steady
state after ∼20 nm. The longer HD monomer shows a more
pronounced decrease and an overall smaller growth rate than

the shorter ED monomer, which is consistent with less vertical
growth and more DRs expected for the flexible HD monomer.
For both PDIC/ED and PDIC/HD, the transitions in sound

speed and growth rate results can be understood in terms of a
kinetic active site balance during deposition, illustrated
schematically in Figure 12. Initially, the starting growth surface

has a large density of active sites and therefore a relatively large
growth rate. DRs consume surface sites (especially for the
more flexible HD reactant), and small film volume allows only
few sites to be generated by diffusion, so the growth rate
decreases. The deposited polymer chains are short and not
interwoven with physical bonds, consistent with a lower bulk
modulus.67,75 As growth proceeds, more diffusion allows more
site production. The growth rate reaches steady state when site
production by diffusion balances site consumption by DRs. In
addition, more reactants diffusing into the growing film would
produce longer, more interwoven chains that are more difficult
to deform and are thus consistent with the higher bulk
modulus observed for thicker films.
This description is also consistent with the structural

differences between PDIC/ED and PDIC/HD. In PDIC/
HD, the longer HD monomer allows more DRs, leading to
more site consumption and therefore a more pronounced
change in growth rate. More DRs, as well as less diffusion
expected for the larger monomer, can account for the observed
smaller steady-state growth rate. The similar change in sound
speed for PDIC/ED and PDIC/HD indicates similar evolution
of chain interaction with increasing thickness. At steady state,
the smaller ED monomer diffuses more readily and therefore
promotes more chain interactions, thereby leading to the larger
observed modulus for thick films.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Two representative polyurea structures were synthesized by
MLD and analyzed for their growth properties by SE, QCM,
and FTIR. PDIC/ED and PDIC/HD were deposited with ED

Figure 11. Plots of (a) speed of sound (picosecond acoustics), (b) critical angle (XRR), and (c) index of refraction (SE) vs thickness for PDIC/ED
(black squares) and PDIC/HD (red triangles). Lines are drawn as guides to the eye.

Figure 12. Schematic of changing growth mechanisms for thinner
(top) and thicker (bottom) polymer films.
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and HD, respectively, to provide distinctly structured polymers
with varying flexibility. The longer carbon chain PDIC/HD
was deposited for the first time in this work and was observed
to have different initial and steady-state growth characteristics
than PDIC/ED. Further analysis into underlying growth
mechanisms was performed with XRR and picosecond
acoustics, used in this study for the first time to analyze
MLD films. Two growth regimes, initial and steady state, were
identified based on observed thickness dependence of film
sound speed properties. The use of a more flexible polymer
enabled discernment of a transition in GPC as a function of
film thickness, which was not readily apparent in the less
flexible, PDIC/ED polymer. Picosecond acoustic results also
demonstrated a transition at the same thickness (20 nm)
characterized by changing sound speed. These transitions were
attributed to initial prevalence of site terminating reactions
(DRs) during an initial growth regime, followed by an increase
in site generating reactions from diffusion after the film had
reached a threshold thickness in the steady-state regime. These
findings provide a basis for future analysis of MLD mechanisms
using advanced techniques and novel film structures, as well as
understanding the mechanical properties of the films. Addi-
tional work is needed to characterize these transitions for other
MLD processes and explore the effect of additional parameters
(number of reactions, temperature, and molecular weight) on
film properties. Ultimately, this understanding will enable
enhanced material properties and optimized depositions.
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